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Self-assembly of precisely defined DNA nanotube
superstructures using DNA origami seeds†

A. M. Mohammed,a L. Velazquez,b A. Chisenhall,a D. Schiffels,‡b D. K. Fygensonb,c

and R. Schulman*a,d

We demonstrate a versatile process for assembling micron-scale

filament architectures by controlling where DNA tile nanotubes

nucleate on DNA origami assemblies. “Nunchucks,” potential

mechanical magnifiers of nanoscale dynamics consisting of two

nanotubes connected by a dsDNA linker, form at yields sufficient

for application and consistent with models.

A major goal of bottom-up synthesis is the self-assembly of
integrated nanoscale devices.1,2 One-dimensional structures
are important primitives for such structures. For example, self-
assembly of nanowires or carbon nanotubes into specific geo-
metries could form electrical circuits.3,4 Nanoscale tubular fila-
ments could likewise assemble into machines and sensors, as
demonstrated by the in vivo assembly of cytoskeletal structures
such as the cilium5 and the mitotic spindle.6,7

While the self-assembly of DNA,8–12 peptides,13,14 and
other15 types of filaments has been well-explored, relatively
little is known about how to organize these filaments into
architectures featuring precise numbers of components.16 The
ability to synthesize designed filament architectures could
make it possible to construct molecular machines with new
functions that can operate outside cells under a variety of
physical and chemical conditions. In this paper we explore the
assembly of DNA tile nanotubes into an elemental multi-fila-
ment architecture.

In vivo, cytoskeletal filaments are often arranged by control-
ling their nucleation using protein complexes such as
Arp2/317,18 or the centriole19 that template actin or micro-
tubule growth. Analogously, formin20 and the γ-tubulin small
complex21 can promote filament nucleation in specific regions

of a cell to direct the formation of filament networks or
bundles.

We have previously developed structures that nucleate DNA
DAE-E tile nanotubes, termed nanotube seeds.22 Here we use
these structures to develop a biomimetic strategy for the cre-
ation of nanotube architectures, in which these seeds organize
DNA tile nanotubes as they assemble. We demonstrate this
strategy by self-assembling “DNA nanotube nunchucks” that
consist of two nanotubes joined at their ends by a stretch of
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) of arbitrary length and
sequence.

We assess the assembly of both homogeneous nunchucks,
consisting of two connected nanotubes of identical tile types,
and heterogeneous nunchucks, in which two nanotubes of dis-
tinct tile types are connected.

Our assembly strategy consists of linking DNA origami
seeds end-wise with a synthetic stretch of dsDNA and then
growing nanotubes from the opposite ends of the seeds.
Previous attempts to form nunchucks by directly linking pre-
formed DNA nanotubes endwise resulted in very low yields
(<1%, data not shown).23 The seed-based assembly strategy
developed here produces these structures with dramatically
higher yields (>40%).

DAE-E tile nanotubes typically self-assemble over the course
of a thermal anneal in two stages (Fig. 1a). First, DAE-E tiles
assemble from five component strands at a relatively high
temperature (∼45–65 °C).8 Then, tile sticky ends hybridize to
form nanotubes at a distinctly lower temperature (∼40–30 °C),
which depends on tile concentration. A nanotube seed is a
DNA origami structure with 12 helices arranged into a hollow
cylinder. Adapter strands on one end of the seed present sticky
ends positioned so as to resemble a nanotube. Near the sticky-
end melting temperature, nanotubes grow from seeds more
rapidly than they nucleate spontaneously.22 For our seeded
assembly strategy, the thermal anneal involves a long incu-
bation near the sticky-end melting temperature, such that
most nanotubes grow from seeds.

Because seeds are DNA origami structures, it is possible to
exercise exquisite control over how they attach to one another
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using DNA strands designed to hybridize to specific sites on
their surface. We designed a pair of partially complementary
linker strands that hybridize to the origami seed at locations
opposite the nanotube growth site. The design incorporates an
odd number of half-helical turns in order to maximize the dis-
tance between the seed centers (Fig. 1b and S3†). Seeds with
one linker strand were prepared separately from seeds with the
second linker. The two nanotube seeds were then mixed to
form nunchucks seeds via linker strand hybridization
(Fig. 1b). We separated dimerized nunchuck seeds from mono-
meric nanotube seeds using electrophoresis through an
agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide (Fig. S7,†
Experimental section). Relative intensities of the dimer and
monomer bands in the gel (Fig. S7†) indicated that yield of the
hybridization reaction was ∼25%.

We first used this strategy to construct homogeneous nano-
tube nunchuck seeds (see Experimental section). Atomic force
micrographs (Fig. 2a and S15†) confirmed that the extracted
nunchuck seeds consisted of two nanotube seeds with the
expected 64 by 21 nm dimensions22 connected by a linker of a
length 27.9 ± 2.9 nm (n = 5), consistent with the expected 90
base-pair (58 base-pair linker + 16 base-pair double stranded
attachment region on either side) linker length of 29.7 nm. For
nanotube nunchucks to work as a tool for measuring the bend
angles of the linker embedded within them, it is essential that
the nunchuck be able to explore all possible angles that could
from between the nanotubes. The relative orientation of the
linked nanotubes in nunchuck seeds ranged from almost
straight to roughly 0° (Fig. 2c). A preference for unbent con-
figurations is consistent with the fact that the length of the
double-stranded DNA linker between the nanotube seeds is
less than its persistence length.

To create nanotube nunchucks, we mixed 40 pM of purified
nunchuck seeds with 40 nM of REd–SEd nanotube tiles.22 The
tiles were labeled with Cy3 fluorescent dye molecules on the 5′
end of their central strand, which is well removed from the
sticky ends (Note S1†). For contrast, nanotube seeds were
labeled by ATTO647N-conjugated strands hybridized to an
unused region of the M13mp18 scaffold that emerges from the
middle of the seed wall, well removed from both the linker-
presenting and the nanotube-nucleating facets (Note S6†). To
prevent continued nanotube nucleation and growth during
room-temperature imaging, we added guard strands that
remove the short, sticky-end bearing strands (yellow and
green, Fig. 1a) from free DAE-E tiles and nanotube ends.22,24

Guard strands thus inhibit new nanotube growth without de-
stabilizing existing nanotubes during the imaging period
(Note S5†).

Fluorescence micrographs showed that two nanotubes grew
from many of the nunchuck seeds (Fig. 3a, b and d). AFM
images confirmed that the two nanotubes in a nunchuck were
connected by nunchuck seeds (Fig. 3c and S16†). As observed
in previous studies,8,22 DAE-E tile DNA nanotubes opened on
the mica surface due to electrostatic interaction between the
mica surface and DNA, while origami seeds remained intact.

While most seeds in the resulting mixture grew nunchucks,
we observed very few nunchucks overall. We suspected adsorp-
tion to the walls of the test tubes in which the nunchucks were
prepared was responsible for the low final concentration. We
found that including bovine serum albumin (BSA) in our reac-
tion solutions increased the number of seeds observed in
nunchuck preparations, presumably because non-specific
adsorption of seeds to the walls of the reaction tubes was
reduced (Note S7†). At the same time, the presence of BSA also
increased the number of unseeded nanotubes we observed,
possibly because BSA altered the energetics of nanotube
nucleation and growth. Such alteration of nanotube kinetics
can be expected as the presence of BSA likely also prevented
tiles from adsorbing to the walls of the reaction tubes, thereby
increasing the overall concentration of tiles in solution.
Increasing the temperature at which tiles were incubated with
nunchuck seeds from 32 °C to 34 °C effectively suppressed

Fig. 1 Nanotube nunchuck design and assembly. (a) A DAE-E DNA
nanotube tile consists of five DNA strands. Each strand is shown in a
different color. Single-stranded sticky ends on four tile edges can
hybridize to complementary sticky ends on other tiles to form nano-
tubes. A DNA origami nanotube seed consists of a long scaffold strand
(M13mp18) that is assembled into a cylindrical shape by 72 staple
strands. Hairpins on the outside of the seed ensure the structure curls in
the correct direction during folding. Nanotubes grow from tile adapter
strands on one side of the seed (yellow). (b) Nunchuck seeds are
assembled by hybridizing two nanotube seeds with complementary
linker strands (green and purple). Nanotubes can grow from both
growth sites on a nunchuck seed, producing nanotube nunchucks.

Fig. 2 (a) AFM image of a nanotube seed nunchuck. Scale bar: 50 nm.
(b) Nanotube seed nunchuck model. The entangled single stranded DNA
represents the unused M13mp18 scaffold not folded into the seed. It is
not drawn to scale. (c) Histogram showing the distribution of angles
formed by nunchuck seed structures (n = 175) after deposition on a
mica surface. Error bars, generated via bootstrapping, represent one
standard deviation.
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unseeded nucleation while allowing nanotubes to grow reliably
from nunchuck seeds.

Analysis of fluorescence micrographs taken at random
locations showed that 50 ± 5% of nunchuck seeds formed
nunchucks, 45 ± 5% had only one attached nanotube and
5 ± 2% had no attached nanotubes (n = 175). Assuming nano-
tubes grow from each facet on a nunchuck seed with equal
probability, a 50% proportion of two-tube nunchucks implies
a probability for nanotube growth on a facet of p = sqrt
(0.50 ± 0.05) = 0.71 ± 0.03. This probability is consistent with
the proportion of one nanotube arm observed (2 × (0.71)(0.29)
= 0.41), as well as the proportion of nunchuck seeds with no
nanotube arms (0.292 = 0.08). Single seeds nucleate nanotubes
at a slightly higher rate (78 ± 2%). A small fraction of
monomer seeds that remained after gel purification could
account for this slight difference (Note S12†).

We next synthesized heterogeneous nunchucks (see
Experimental section), i.e. nunchucks with two different types
of nanotube arms (Fig. 3e, f and S19†). Having two different
sets of DNA sequences that comprise the two arms of the
nunchucks allows the arms to present either different fluo-
rescent labels, as we demonstrate, or to have distinct function-
alities. Heterogeneous nunchuck seeds consisted of a linked
pair of origami seeds that were identical to those used in
constructing homogeneous nunchucks, except one seed was
made with adapter sequences compatible with nanotubes con-
structed from one type of tile, termed REs, while the other
seed was made with adapter sequences compatible with a
second tile type, termed SEs (see Note S1† for REs and SEs tile

sequences). As before, the two seeds were prepared separately
and then mixed to form nunchuck seeds via linker hybridiz-
ation and purified by agarose gel electrophoresis.

REs and SEs tiles were designed previously8 to have sticky
ends with minimal crosstalk. Accordingly, when REs and SEs
tiles were annealed together, no nanotubes consisting of both
tile types were observed (Note S10†).

In experiments involving only REs tiles and seeds, 87 ± 3%
seeds grew nanotubes, and in experiments involving only SEs
tiles and seeds, 90 ± 2% of seeds grew nanotubes. Given these
nucleation rates, the yield of heterogeneous nanotube nun-
chucks (30 ± 4%) was significantly less than expected. However,
we also found that the yields of REs and SEs nanotubes from
heterogeneous nunchuck seeds were lower than from monomer
seeds. When only REs tiles were present, 67 ± 6% of hetero-
geneous nunchuck seeds grew nanotubes and when only SEs
tiles were present, 60 ± 5% of heterogeneous nunchuck seeds
grew nanotubes. These respective yields were consistent with
observed yield of heterogeneous nunchucks (Note S12†).

We hypothesized that heterogeneous nunchucks grew with
lower than expected yields because when the seeds for both
types of nanotube are present, the adapter tiles that dis-
tinguish the nucleating facets for the two types of nanotubes
may dynamically rearrange. As a result, some facets may
present a mixture of binding sites for the two types of nano-
tubes (Fig. S12†). Neither type of nanotube would nucleate as
easily from such mixed templates. This hypothesis was sup-
ported by the presence of nunchucks with two arms of the
same nanotube type (4% of the observed structures).

Fig. 3 Nanotubes grow from both arms of nunchuck seeds. (a) Fluorescence micrograph of a homogeneous (REdSEd) nanotube nunchuck.
Nunchuck seeds are labeled with ATTO 647N (red) and REd and SEd nanotube tiles with Cy3 (green). Scale bar: 2 μm. (b) Interpretation of the nunchuck
in (a). Green and blue dots on nanotubes and seeds represent the fluorescent dyes used to visualize the structures and are colored to distinguish the
different dyes. Red loops show the unfolded scaffold region with hybridized fluorescent dye strands. (c) AFM image of a homogeneous nanotube
nunchuck. Scale bar: 100 nm. (d) Assembly yields, defined as the fraction of nunchuck or monomer seed structures from which the designed
number and type of nanotubes grew. Yields were measured using fluorescent micrographs taken at random locations on microscope slides. Error
bars are one standard deviation. (e) Fluorescence micrograph of a heterogeneous (REs and SEs) nunchuck. REs tiles are labeled with ATTO 488
(blue), SEs tiles with Cy3 (green) and nunchuck seeds with ATTO 647N (red). Scale bar: 2 μm. (f) Interpretation of the nunchuck in (e).
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To directly test whether dynamic “switching” of adapter
strands was responsible for the low yield, we characterized the
proportion of REs nanotubes that grew from monomeric seeds
made with REs adapters when free SEs adapters were also
present. SEs adapters lowered the yield of REs nanotubes to
70 ± 4%. A similar reduction in nanotube yield for SEs nano-
tubes (80 ± 2%) was observed in the presence of free REs
adapters (Note S9†). Adapter switching therefore likely
accounts for some, but not all, of the reduced yield of hetero-
geneous nunchucks over homogeneous ones. Other possible
reasons for reduced yield include incomplete linker hybridi-
zation during the annealing process, which would make
nunchuck seeds susceptible to dissociation and recombina-
tion. A recent study25 suggests that longer incubation times of
the individual nanotube seeds prior to co-incubation for
assembly of the nunchuck seed structure could address this
problem by minimizing kinetic traps that prevent hybridi-
zation from going to completion. Minor interference between
the two types of tiles, REs and SEs, could also interfere with
nucleation kinetics and result in lower yields. While such
routes to increasing nunchuck yields merit exploration, yields
of 30% are sufficient for use of individual nunchucks as mech-
anical magnifiers of the bending dynamics of the embedded
DNA strand. For other applications, improved yields of hetero-
geneous nunchucks might be achieved by using distinct
origami seeds for each of the different nanotubes in a desired
superstructure, although such an approach would increase the
complexity of the nunchuck design and the cost of purchasing
the component DNA sequences.

Conclusions
This paper demonstrates a bio-mimetic strategy for hierarchi-
cally self-assembling nanotube architectures. The resulting
structures have micron-scale arms that are readily visible using
standard epi-fluorescence techniques. The strategy we used to
assemble these structures could also be extended in order to
form more complex arrangements of nanotubes, such as by
increasing the number of arms in the structure. Rigid nano-
structures with multiple growth sites could be used to create
joints with well-defined angles. Finally, the capacity to
organize nanotubes both by nucleating them and by attaching
structures at their growth ends could make it possible to
assemble qualitatively more elaborate architectures. To assem-
ble such higher-order structures with high yields, it will be
important to understand and correct for the causes of
decreased nucleation of nanotubes from seed complexes vs.
nucleation from single seeds.

Experimental section
DNA strands and reagents

DNA tile, staple, linker and adapter strand sequences are in
the ESI.† All strands were synthesized by Integrated DNA

Technologies, Inc. except M13mp18 (P-107, Bayou Biolabs).
Tile, linker and adapter strands were purchased PAGE purified.
Reactions were performed in TAE buffer (40 mM Tris-acetate,
1 mM EDTA, pH 8.3) with 12.5 mM magnesium acetate
(TAE/Mg2+ buffer) unless mentioned otherwise. To prevent
adsorption of DNA to PCR tubes, 0.15 mg ml−1 BSA biotin
(A8549, Sigma-Aldrich Co.) was added during nanotube
nunchuck growth (ESI Note S7†).

Nunchuck seed structure synthesis

Two solutions each containing M13mp18 (10 nM), staple
strands (100 nM), adapter strands (100 nM) and one of the
linker strands (10 nM) were separately annealed from 90 °C to
20 °C at −1 °C min−1. To form nunchuck seeds, these solu-
tions were combined in a single thermocycler tube at 32 °C
for 12 hours (homogeneous) or 4 days (heterogeneous).
The mixture was then run through a 1% agarose gel with
1.25 μg ml−1 ethidium bromide stain at 100 V for 1 hour and
the dimer band was extracted using a Freeze N’ Squeeze DNA
Gel Extraction Spin Column (Biorad).

Growing nanotube nunchucks

Tile and seed labeling strands were mixed in TAE/Mg2+ buffer
containing 0.15 mg ml−1 BSA-biotin to minimize adsorption of
DNA to the PCR tube walls.26 Samples were held at 90 °C for
5 min, then cooled from 90 °C to 45 °C at −1 °C min−1, held at
45 °C for 60 min, then cooled from 45 °C to 34 °C at −0.1 °C
min−1. Gel-purified nunchuck seeds were added at 40 °C. After
the anneal, the samples were held at 34 °C for 15 hours to
allow for nanotube growth.

Fluorescence microscopy

2 μl of 4 μM guard strands were added to 20 μl of annealed
nanotube mixture at 34 °C and incubated 1 minute just before
imaging (Fig. S8†). Samples were transferred to glass slides.
A cooled CCD camera (iXON3, Andor) attached to an inverted
microscope (Olympus IX71) using a 60×/1.45 NA oil immersion
objective captured epi-fluorescence images. Multiple images at
the same location were acquired using filters for Cy3,
ATTO647N and ATTO488 dyes, processed to correct for uneven
illumination and superimposed to produce multicolor images.
To estimate yields using fluorescence images, on average at
least 2 independent experiments and a total of 10 images cap-
tured at random locations were used to measure the assembly
yields described in the paper. Error bars in the measurements
represent one standard deviation of the yields observed
between different captured images.

Atomic force microscopy

Guard strands were mixed with samples as in fluorescence
microscopy experiments. Seed labeling strands were not added
to the nanotube seed nunchuck samples used for AFM
imaging. 10 μl of the sample was then transferred to a freshly
cleaved mica puck on which 100 μl of TAE/Mg2+ buffer had
been added and incubated for 2 min. The mica was then
washed with TAE/Mg2+ buffer to remove excess DNA tiles.
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Image acquisition was performed on a Dimension Icon
(Bruker) using Scanasyst mode and Sharp Nitride lever
(SNL10-C, Bruker) probes. Images were flattened by subtract-
ing a linear function from each scan line using Nanoscope
analysis software.
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